
Basic Rules 

Start from the tee and roll the dice - trace your shot to the number you have rolled.  

Continue until you get a number that is located on the green making sure you follow the instructions for any penalty shots you 

may pick up along the way. The number of putts you take depends on the number you roll once on the green.  

Your total number of shots is the gross score.  

Play against others or play on your own to see if you can set a new best score each time. 

 

Advanced Rules 

If you have a handicap you take this off on each hole to give you your nett score.  

This can then be converted in to Stableford points 

Stroke Indexes 

If you have an 18 hole handicap be sure to divide this by 2 as this is just a 9 hole course. 

The stroke index on each hole tells you where to take shots 

Eg. If your full handicap is 18 you would get 9 shots which is equal to taking off 1 shot from your score on each hole 

Gross score = 5, minus 1 shot so your nett score = 4 

That is an easy example. If your handicap is 10 then you would get 5 shots so this is where the stroke index comes in.  

You do not choose which holes to take your shots, the stroke index tells you. In this example you would get one shot taken off on 

the holes with stroke indexes 1 to 5 and no shots taken off on indexes 6 to 9.  

If your handicap was 42 (so 21 over 9 holes) you would get 2 shots on every hole (which equals 18) and then the 3 remaining 

would be taken on stroke indexes 1, 2 & 3 meaning you would take off 3 shots on each of those holes.  

Stableford scoring (Points) 

Points are given out based on your nett score (after handicap shots are taken off) relative to the Par of the hole 

 1 over the par = 1 point    Equal to the par = 2 points  

1 under the par = 3 points    2 under the par = 4 points  

Anything worse than 1 over the par = 0 points  

HAVE FUN PLAYING WITH FRIENDS & FAMILY OR PLAY ALONE  

A fun game that helps develop numeracy skills whilst at the same time learning some of the rules of golf 
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When on the green: 

1 or 2 = 1 putt 

3, 4 or 5 = 2 putts 

6 = 3 putts 

LOST BALL! Play the last 

shot again +1 penalty 

Bunker 
In the water! 

Take a penalty drop  

& shoot again 

Heavy Rough! 

Declare the ball 

unplayable and take a 

penalty drop  (+1 shot) 

Out of Bounds! 

Go back and play  

3 off the tee. 

TEE 

In the water! 

Take a penalty drop  

& shoot again 

1st shots go below this dotted line 

All shots after that go to the numbers above this 

line (unless you go out of bounds from the tee) 

HOLE 1 PAR 4 

410 YARDS STROKE INDEX 1 

ROSEHILL COURSE 

 GROSS SCORE NETT SCORE POINTS 

PLAYER A    

PLAYER B    

PLAYER C    

PLAYER D    
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When on the green: 

1 or 2 = 1 putt 

3, 4 or 5 = 2 putts 

6 = 3 putts 

Over Clubbed  

Try to chip onto 

the green. 

SHANK!!! 

Declare the ball 

unplayable and take a 

penalty drop  (+1 shot) 

TEE 

HOLE 2 PAR 3 

165 YARDS STROKE INDEX 6 

ROSEHILL COURSE 

 GROSS SCORE NETT SCORE POINTS 

PLAYER A    

PLAYER B    

PLAYER C    

PLAYER D    
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When on the green: 

1 or 2 = 1 putt 

3, 4 or 5 = 2 putts 

6 = 3 putts 

THINNED OVER THE ROAD! 

Play the last shot again +1 penalty 

Heavy Rough! 

Declare the ball 

unplayable and take a 

penalty drop  (+1 shot) 

BIG HOOK! 

Go back and play  

3 off the tee. 

TEE 

1st shots go below this dotted line 

All shots after that go to the numbers above this 

line (unless you hit the big hook from the tee) 

HOLE 3 PAR 4 

294 YARDS STROKE INDEX 5 

ROSEHILL COURSE 

 GROSS SCORE NETT SCORE POINTS 

PLAYER A    

PLAYER B    

PLAYER C    

PLAYER D    
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When on the green: 

1 or 2 = 1 putt 

3, 4 or 5 = 2 putts 

6 = 3 putts 

2= IN THE HOLE!! 

TEE 

HOLE 4 PAR 3 

96 YARDS STROKE INDEX 9 

ROSEHILL COURSE 

 GROSS SCORE NETT SCORE POINTS 

PLAYER A    

PLAYER B    

PLAYER C    

PLAYER D    
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When on the green: 

1 or 2 = 1 putt 

3, 4 or 5 = 2 putts 

6 = 3 putts 

Too much club. Now try 

and chip on the green. 

Hit it heavy and 

came up short 

OUT OF BOUNDS... 

WOW! That was a huge 

slice! Go back and play 3 

from the tee. 

TEE 

GUR = Ground Under Repair 

You get a FREE drop from and 

play your next shot from 

point number 2. 

1st shots go below this dotted line 

All shots after that go to the numbers above this 

line (unless you go out of bounds from the tee) 

HOLE 5 PAR 4 

380 YARDS STROKE INDEX 2 

ROSEHILL COURSE 

 GROSS SCORE NETT SCORE POINTS 

PLAYER A    

PLAYER B    

PLAYER C    

PLAYER D    
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When on the green: 

1 or 2 = 1 putt 

3, 4 or 5 = 2 putts 

6 = 3 putts 

2= IN THE HOLE!! 

TEE 

HOLE 6 PAR 3 

155 YARDS STROKE INDEX 7 

ROSEHILL COURSE 

 GROSS SCORE NETT SCORE POINTS 

PLAYER A    

PLAYER B    

PLAYER C    

PLAYER D    

OUT OF BOUNDS 

Straight out the 

heel of the club. 

Go back and play 

3 off the tee. 

Too much club! 

Now try and chip it 

on the green 
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When on the green: 

1 or 2 = 1 putt 

3, 4 or 5 = 2 putts 

6 = 3 putts 

You’ve played the wrong ball! 

Go back to where you played 

from and add on a +2 shot 

penalty! 

IN THE HOLE! 

Ball in a Rabbit Scrape 

You get a free drop and 

can play your 2nd shot 

to the green. 

TEE 

Behind a rock that’s embedded in the 

ground. Declare ball unplayable and take 

a penalty drop (+1). 

Now go for the green. 

1st shots go below this dotted line 

All shots after that go to the numbers above this 

line (unless you go out of bounds from the tee) 

HOLE 7 PAR 4 

244 YARDS STROKE INDEX 8 

ROSEHILL COURSE 

 GROSS SCORE NETT SCORE POINTS 

PLAYER A    

PLAYER B    

PLAYER C    

PLAYER D    
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When on the green: 

1 or 2 = 1 putt 

3, 4 or 5 = 2 putts 

6 = 3 putts 

Too much club  

Now try and chip on 

to the green. 

TEE 

Heavy Rough 

Ball unplayable - take a 1 

shot penalty drop and then 

go for the green. 

1st shots go below this dotted line 

All shots after that go to the numbers above this 

line (unless you go out of bounds from the tee) 

HOLE 8 PAR 4 

340 YARDS STROKE INDEX 3 

ROSEHILL COURSE 

 GROSS SCORE NETT SCORE POINTS 

PLAYER A    

PLAYER B    

PLAYER C    

PLAYER D    

OUT OF BOUNDS 

Go back and play 

3 off the tee. 
Heavy Rough 

Ball unplayable - take a 1 

shot penalty drop and then 

go for the green. 
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When on the green: 

1 or 2 = 1 putt 

3, 4 or 5 = 2 putts 

6 = 3 putts 

Out of bounds on 

the old railway line. 

+1 penalty plus go 

back to where you 

played the last shot 

from. 

TEE 

1st shots go below this dotted line 

All shots after that go to the numbers above this 

line (unless you go out of bounds from the tee) 

HOLE 9 PAR 4 

332 YARDS STROKE INDEX 4 

ROSEHILL COURSE 

 GROSS SCORE NETT SCORE POINTS 

PLAYER A    

PLAYER B    

PLAYER C    

PLAYER D    

In the water 

Take a penalty drop (+1) 

Now try and hit the green 
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Out of bounds on practice putting green. 

+1 penalty plus go back to where you 

played the last shot from. 

In the water 

Take a penalty drop (+1) 

Now try and hit the green 

IN THE HOLE!! 


